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Abstract

The DETER testbed is a secure infrastructure that is used to test cyber-security in a realistic en-
vironment. This paper presents three experiments involving web application vulnerabilities tested on
DETERlab nodes. These three vulnerabilities are: SQL Injection, Command Injection, and File Inclu-
sion.

1 Introduction

Web application account for 89% of all web related vulnerabilities contain vulnerabilities for are a
way for attackers to infiltrate and gain control of web servers [1]. Web application vulnerabilities have
become so prevelant that organizations such as The Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP),
for the sole purpose of improving the security of application software [2]. DETERlab is a secure testbed
that emulates medium sized networksand is set up in a way thatmimics the Internet. This environment
may be ideal for testing web application security methods. To validate this claim, and to determine if a
DETERlab network would be a good teaching and training environment for web application security we
conduct

2 Experiment Preperation

To test DETERlab’s capabilities as a network emulator for cyber defense training and education we
choose a three-node, non-cyclical topology in order to control the direction of traffic. The Security
Experimentation EnviRonment (SEER) tool is used to create thechosen topology using Ubuntu 8.04
as the standard operating system on all three nodes. We swapin the DETERlab experiment with our
chosen topology. After the experimental nodes are up and running, we install the necessary software for
each node. The first node, Node LAMP (Linux, apache, mySql, and php), is set up according to a basic
guide for a linux web server found on http://www.mysql-apachae-php.com. LAMP is installed with
Damn Vulnerable Web Apps, DVWA, a vulnerable web application package made by Duncan Alderson
forpenetration testing experience for experts and a learning experience for the inexperienced. The second
node, Node Shark(Wireshark/tShark and Snort), was set up with an Intrusion Detection System(IDS) and
packet sniffers. Shark’s purpose will be to monitor the traffic, the important data for this experiment will
be the packets recorded by wireshark. These packets are checked for interference from DETERlab. The
packets may also be used for future works. The third node, Node Hack Lynx web browser, is installed



with exploit tools, the tools in use for these experiments are the Lynx web broswer for Linux. Lynx’s
command -logcommand is used to capture keystrokes for the three attacks chosen for this experiment so
that a script may be used to automate the attacks.

3 Methods

The network setup has allowed for attacks against webapplications. After exploring the DVWA web-
site hosted on LAMP we choose to attack the SQL Injection, Command Execution, and File Inclusion
pages. Each page is attacked 30 times and packets are captured by Shark.

3.1 SQL Injection

We attack the SQL Injection page by insering the command 23 or1=1 into the submission field. This
give us all users and passwords in the data base, since the field is left vulnerable on the page. After we
log the key strokes using Lynx we make a script and repeat the process 30 more times and have Shark
record the traffic. This last step is followed for all three vulnerabilities.

Figure 1. SQL Injection

3.2 Command Execution

We look at the source file for Command Execution and see that this page has been made secure
against the command and the &&; however pipelining is still availeble. We insert — netstat into the
submission page hit enter and discover this vulnerabilitiyis exploitable and we are able to use linux
commands through this submission file.

3.3 File Inclusion

We attack the File Inclusion page by insering the tag ”../../../../../../../../etc/passwd” at the end of the
url. Because of the insecurity of the php on this particular page, we are able to view the passwd file
stored on LAMP.
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Figure 2. Command Injection

Figure 3. File Inclusion

4 Conclusion

The experiment was able to reveal some challenges in web application vulnerability testing, as well
as simulating actual real world topographies

1. No more then 2 nodes on the same network.

2. The Ethernet links generated were generally out of range of acceptability for some sniffers. (ex.
eth12, eth13, etc...).

3. Filtering traffic generated by DETERlab boss nodes in orderto monitor the experimental nodes
traffic only.

4. A fresh install of the images were required everytime the experiment was swapped in.

Challenge number one was not a problem for the tests ran in thisexperiment however, if an experi-
ment attempting to test vulnerabilities of a network of nodes on the same IP subnet would. Challenge
number two was easy to overcome but was still a reoccuring challenge in setting up this experiment. One
proposed fix would be to allow nodes to have static ethernet connections in their creation file. Challenge
number three only posed a problem during the assessment of traffic generated for each test run. After
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the IP address for the DETERlab boss nodes, nodes that monitorthe DETERlab network, it was easy to
filter out the traffic. The biggest challenge was number challenge number four. DETERlab allows users
to save the state of a node as an image, which can then be used when creating experiments. This works
well with software that does not use the MAC or IP address of the node it is working on. Which meant
LAMP and SHARK had to be reconfigured every time the experimentwas swapped in. To get around
this challenge scripts were written to automate the installation process for each node. A proposed fix for
this challenge in DETER would be to spoof the MAC and IP address and allow them to be statically set,
or generate a permenant one upon the creation of each experiment. Based on the tests run, DETERlab is
an acceptable and practical tool for teaching and training cyber defense. DETERlab allows for multiple
boxes to be set up realatively quickly and allows a safe environment for testing vulnerabilities that may
be to dangerous to test in an unsecure network. This would be ideal for universities or organization that
are unable to support enough hardware and shelf space for a secure environment to run similar tests.

5 Future Work

Further work in this area would be to have a more exhaustive testing of web application vulnerabilities,
not just to determine if they are possible on DETER, but also todetermine if those vulnerabilities lead
to vulnerabilities on the DETER system itself. More furtherwork would include testing web application
vulnerabilities on a website hosted on a node connected to a business network. This experiment would
be better suited for cross network attacks based on a single nodes vulnerabilities.
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